The

Hurricane
An easy to use electric cold fogger that
dispenses both water and oil based
formulations effectively and efficiently.
Nixalite offers the Standard Hurricane, the Hurricane FLT (with float valve installed)
and the custom Hurricane 020, used to apply the Fog Force bird repellent.
The Standard Hurricane ULV (ultra-low volume) dispenses both oil and water based
disinfectants, deodorizers, germicides and insecticides. It is used safely and efficiently in
hospitals, restaurants warehouses nursing homes, schools, greenhouses and other
institutions. With an adjustable output of 0-5 gallons per hour, the standard Hurricane can
handle small to medium sized areas on its own or larger areas with auxiliary fans. Can be
used wherever cold fog - aerosol particle chemical treatment is needed.
The Hurricane FLT (with the float valve installed) is a standard Hurricane with a Float
Valve tank installed. With the Float Valve option, several units can be hooked together with
hoses to a single water and/or chemical supply source.

Hurricane 020’s are purpose built to apply the Fog Force Bird Repellent. They work
best when used in small to medium size enclosed areas. Combine units for larger areas or
use the pulse-jet thermal foggers available from Nixalite.
The Hurricane Models:

Hurricane ULV Specs:

Hurricane - Standard Hurricane Model
Hurricane FLT - Hurricane with float valve
Hurricane 020 - Custom Hurricane for
applying Fog Force Bird Repellent

Adjustable flow rates: 0 - 5 gal/hr
Particle size: 5 - 50 microns
Formulation tank: 1 gal
Machine size: 13”L x 8”W x 14”H
Machine weight (empty): 7 lbs
Machine weight (full): 17 lbs

Input power (all above models):
110/120 volt AC, 6.5 amps, 50/60 Hz
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